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Re: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Request for Comments -
RIN 2590-AA83 - Affordable Housing Program Amendments

Mr. Pollard,

A^i^?" .f?r th.e o^portunity., t?.c^?m?nt 012 your recent release of proposed rulemaking regarding the
SS^Ie^usin^, prog^r ("AHP") °_fthe Fede[ai.Home l-oan Banks (FHLBanks). l am presently'
Principal of Stone Sherick Consulting Group (SSCG). SSCG is a consultina firm heada~uarteredin'J
Philadelphia, PA.

AfJ!.na.nci<^nd real estate c?l?sujt^nts. to many non-Profit developers building affordable housing, we
,
u.?^ersta.n.d. lhe imPortance ofAHP funding and use it in most of our clients financing structures.
withoutAHP gap fundin9 for many LIHTC projects and non-LIHTC projects, manyproject's'needed for
our most vulnerable communities in need would not be possible.

Comments and Concerns:

. Outcomes Framework - Under the proposed amendments, the outcomes framework
may essentially eliminate FHLBank discretion in addressing local housing needs,
establish preferences for certain project types and make AHP less transparent.

. Homeless and Supportive Housing - The proposed amendments change the threshold
amount needed for projects to qualify as serving targeted populations from 20 percent
0 5?.pe1cent. 7^s. amendmentwill diminish the opportunity for projects to successfully

-ticipate in AHP in the future. This new threshold is not compatible with other funders
does not recognize the benefit of a mixed-occupancy development, which allows

/elopers to cross-subsidize units in a project. We recommend retaining the current
^0-percent threshold amount.

. Homeownership Retention - Under the proposed regulation, the five year retention
agreement for homeownership is eliminated.

o This can be a beneficial change for households that need a moderate amount of
AHP funds to purchase or rehabilitate a home. But for projects requiring larger
amounts ofAHP per unit, it introduces a risk of misuse that FHLBanks neecTto
have the flexibility to address. Specifically, elimination of the retention
agreement may increase property "flipping" for projects with a relatively high per
unit AHP subsidy, particularly in rapidly appreciating markets.
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Re-ranking Projects - The new program regulations require that the AHP "re-rank"
applications to satisfy the outcome requirements if those goals would not be met using
only the scoring criteria. This poses risks to the core of the program: re-raking is not
objective, it is not predicable (for the applicants or for the Bank), and it is not
transparent.

Project Modifications - Under the proposed amendments, AHP project modifications
may be delayed, and AHP sponsors unduly burdened, due to a new "cure-first"
requirement. We recommend that the proposed cure-first requirement be eliminated and
the FHLBanks retain their current practice of verifying that any modified project would
still have scored high enough in the funding round to receive the AHP award had the
sponsor applied for AMP funding with the modifications in place.

Sponsor & Affiliate Capacity - The proposed amendments require FHLBanks to
evaluate the ability of the sponsor and all members of the development team to perform
the responsibilities committed to in the application. The entire development team may
not be in place at the time of AHP application, making it impossible to assess total
capacity. We recommend retaining the FHLBanks' current practice of reviewing the prior
experience of the development team.

We commend FHFA for working to update the AHP regulation. However, in light of the
concerns above, we respectfully ask that you reconsider parts of the proposed amendments,
especially the required outcomes framework. Thank you for hearing our ideas on this very
important subject. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at
sstone@sherickpm. com
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